Destinations to Discover
AAA Travel Agency 2014 Land Vacations
WHY CHOOSE AAA TRAVEL AGENCY TO BOOK YOUR LAND VACATION?

Every vacation has the potential to be amazing. Why not make sure yours is all that and more by booking your next trip through AAA Travel Agency. You’ll get:

- AAA Travel Agency is North America’s leading full-service leisure travel agency — our significant buying power gives you more vacation for your travel dollar
- AAA Travel Consultants offer a wealth of special training and personal experience with tips and information you’d never find on your own
- AAA Member Benefits: Additional savings, perks and special experiences available only to our members
- Your vacation is backed by our AAA Best Price Guarantee – there’s no need to shop for a better deal

Contact your local AAA Travel Consultant. Visit AAA.com/TravelAgent for the one near you.
Guided Vacations are normally conducted by a tour director who takes care of everything from beginning to end. They are typically conducted by motorcoach to accommodate a larger number of guests, usually from 40 to 50 participants.

Advantages include:
- No need to drive or deal with rental cars
- Free meals at transfers to/from the airport, sightseeing admissions and hotels are typically included
- Quicker pace to cover more countries and sights
- Onsite Tour Director to ensure the trip proceeds on schedule and without problems
- Guide services are often provided
- May include some or all meals

Small Group Vacations are similar to Guided Vacations, but on a more intimate scale—usually less than 20 participants. They are ideal for guests who desire a tour experience with more time to explore certain aspects and sights in more detail as well as more personalized attention.

Advantages include:
- No need to drive or deal with rental cars
- Free meals at transfers to/from the airport, sightseeing admissions and hotels are typically included
- Slower pace to allow for in-depth exploration
- Local representative available 24/7 to provide a more personalized travel experience
- Local guide services often provided
- May include some or all meals

Independent Travel Vacations do not include a tour director or set routine of daily activities, however a local host is usually available to suggest local sights of interest. A few meals and some sightseeing may be included, but the emphasis is on free time to explore on your own. The duration of the trip is often determined by the guest.

Advantages include:
- Itineraries created to accommodate a guest’s interests
- Move at your own pace—stop at sights you desire and spend as long as you like
- Choice of accommodations in a variety of budgets and tastes including hotel, B&B and full-board as well as manor and castle stays
- Variety of transportation options available including train, ferry, car rental (self-drive) and private chauffeur
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Family-owned African Travel is the longest established travel company in the United States focused exclusively on Africa. Their Africa experts boast over 400 years of combined experience and are dedicated to sharing their knowledge and customization expertise to match the unique desires of each traveler. Be combining a carefully curated list of resorts and lodges from across the globe and numerous hotels, camps and lodges, African Travel’s services are unmatched on the African continent. They walk their one-stop shopping for all destinations and activities in Africa.
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Platinum Holidays creates memorable travel experiences through personalized service, trusted experts and product value. Established in 1990, they are one of the largest privately owned travel companies in the U.S. Platinum Holidays specializes in destinations throughout the United States, the Islands of the Caribbean & Peru, Panama, Costa Rica, Europe and the Caribbean. In their 25th anniversary year, they introduced the world’s first virtual tour of a luxury vacation destination. This was followed by more than 50 virtual tours in一切都是由经验丰富的旅游顾问和专属的客户服务团队设计的。GoldLeaf Travel represents some of the finest travel experiences in the world, and provides an unparalleled level of service and support to its loyal clients. GoldLeaf Travel’s commitment to excellence is evident in the number of awards it has received, including numerous travel industry awards for excellence.
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Platinum Holidays create memorable travel experiences through personalized service, trusted experts and product value. Established in 1990, they are one of the largest privately owned travel companies in the U.S. Platinum Holidays specializes in destinations throughout the United States, the Islands of the Caribbean & Peru, Panama, Costa Rica, Europe and the Caribbean. In their 25th anniversary year, they introduced the world’s first virtual tour of a luxury vacation destination. This was followed by more than 50 virtual tours in everything you could dream of. With your own personal concierge at your service, GoldLeaf Travel represents some of the finest travel experiences in the world, and provides an unparalleled level of service and support to its loyal clients. GoldLeaf Travel’s commitment to excellence is evident in the number of awards it has received, including numerous travel industry awards for excellence.
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Insight Vacations’ touring collection offers one of the finest, most flexible tours that fly to Europe, North America, South America, Africa, Australia and New Zealand. Insight’s expertise creates opportunities to enjoy extensive sightseeing enhanced by guest-appointed experts. Insight Vacations is a family-owned and operated company whose mission is to provide enriching travel experiences that enhance people’s lives by broadening their horizons. They offer a wide variety of travel experiences, from luxury cruises to cutting-edge city tours to the ancient lands of the Eastern Mediterranean. They have received numerous awards for their services, including the Travel + Leisure World’s Best Award for 2016 and 2017. Insight Vacations’ innovative travel programs offer the perfect blend of cultural immersion, legendary hospitality, and world-class travel experiences. Their commitment to delivering exceptional customer service has earned them the respect and loyalty of both travelers and travel agents worldwide.
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Pleasant Holidays is synonymous with quality, service, reliability and value for money. They offer a wide variety of travel experiences, from luxury cruises to cutting-edge city tours to the ancient lands of the Eastern Mediterranean. Insight Vacations’ innovative travel programs offer the perfect blend of cultural immersion, legendary hospitality, and world-class travel experiences. Their commitment to delivering exceptional customer service has earned them the respect and loyalty of both travelers and travel agents worldwide.
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Delta Vacations has the vacation packages that fit your needs. Delta Vacations offers a wide range of destinations and packages, including flights with hotel stays, rental cars, and activities. They offer a variety of packages, including Value, Insiders, and Global Discount. Delta Vacations partners with a wide range of companies to offer discounted prices and exclusive offers. Delta Vacations is a member of the Delta Air Lines family, and they offer a variety of vacation packages, including flights, hotel stays, and activities. Delta Vacations is dedicated to providing exceptional customer service and ensuring that every guest has a memorable travel experience.
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Brendan Vacations is renowned for its welcoming customer service, knowledgeable staff, and attention to detail. Their knowledgeable staff is dedicated to providing exceptional service and creating memorable travel experiences for their customers. Brendan Vacations offers a wide range of travel packages, including flights, hotel stays, and activities. They offer a variety of destinations, including Europe, Asia, Australia, and New Zealand. Brendan Vacations is committed to providing exceptional value for money and ensuring that every guest has a memorable travel experience.
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Tauck is a family company whose mission is to create enriching travel experiences that enable people to learn by broadening their horizons. Tauck’s 55 years of destination expertise provide exceptional access for travel experience. Tauck’s tours are designed to maximize guests’ time and include stays at hotels in prime locations. Tauck’s programs are designed at local restaurants. You can expect a high price with virtually everything included — 64 hidden costs, no surprises and no options sold on tour.
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Travel Impressions will take care of every step of the way. Whether you’re going to the beach, the mountains or a cosmopolitan city, Travel Impressions will make sure that you get the most out of your travel experience.
South African Splendor
Enjoy a delightful mix of gracious charm and picturesque landscapes in Cape Town, a tranquil journey through the Winelands' quaint villages and cellars, a collection of soulful encounters and the fascinating history of Nelson Mandela's South Africa, and a magical safari in the Pilanesberg Game Reserve in search of the Big Five: lion, leopard, elephant, buffalo and rhino.
9 Days from $4,381

The Best of Kenya & Tanzania
This safari promises the best wildlife viewing in Kenya and Tanzania and is sure to leave the traveler to Africa as well as the safari enthralled. Highlights include descending to the floor of the magnificent Ngorongoro Crater, witnessing its teeming wildlife and following the annual Great Migration of wildebeest either through the Masai Mara or Serengeti.
12 Days from $8,325

Elephant Back South Africa Sojourn
Whether you’re seated high atop a slow-moving elephant or dashing about in a safari vehicle, you’ll see it all on this one-of-a-kind safari experience. Visit South Africa’s most celebrated safari lands – from the Cape Coast to the legendary Sabi Sabi Private Game Reserve to Shambala and more.
12 Days from $14,580

Contact your local AAA Travel Consultant.
Visit AAA.com/TravelAgent for the one near you.
Northern Exposure

Ancient glaciers, snow-capped peaks, crystal clear streams … unspoiled scenery … fresh air … abundant wildlife … the Canadian Rockies from a whole, new perspective.

A Perfect Getaway

No worries … no cares … a walk along the beach … a stroll in the sand … the rhythmic beat of island music … exactly what you need to perfectly complete a moment in the sun.

Canadian Rockies Excursion

Travel from Vancouver to Kamloops through Whistler Sea to Sky Climb, the 525-foot tall Calgary Tower, the breathtaking views from the Vancouver Lookout and more. 9 Days from $4,456

Western Explorer

One of Rocky Mountaineer’s most popular vacation offerings over a decade, this trip includes all of the must-see sights of the Canadian Rockies, plus two days onboard the Rocky Mountaineer train traveling from Vancouver to Calgary and along the way, two Jasper highlights, the Columbia Icefields, Water Park, Skybus and even take a helicopter ride over some of the most beautiful scenery. 8 Days from $3,661

Rainforest to Gold Rush Discovery Drive

This tour includes three days onboard the Rocky Mountaineer, the historic town of Jasper, highlights of the Canadian Rockies and the freedom to explore in your rental car. Travel from Vancouver to Calgary while experiencing along the way the Whistler Sea to Sky Climb, the 525-foot tall Calgary Tower, the breathtaking views from the Vancouver Lookout and more. 9 Days from $4,456

The Villa Experience

Enhance your vacation by renting a private villa or luxury condo in the Caribbean, Mexico, Hawaii or Europe through The Villa Experience by Travel Impressions. Oftentimes more economical than staying at a luxury resort, a villa vacation is all about a luxurious travel experience – where your relaxation and privacy are our paramount goals.

More Choices

No matter where in the world you go, Travel Impressions can get you there with confidence. Choose from more than 2,400 hotels in 66 countries at a variety of levels to suit your tastes and budget. And Travel Impressions can reserve your rental car, recommend and reserve tours and attractions, and make sure you get the most from your vacation dollar.

The Villa Experience

Enhance your vacation by renting a private villa or luxury condo in the Caribbean, Mexico, Hawaii or Europe through The Villa Experience by Travel Impressions. Oftentimes more economical than staying at a luxury resort, a villa vacation is all about a luxurious travel experience – where your relaxation and privacy are our paramount goals.
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A Taste for the Exotic

Breathtaking scenic splendor ... extraordinary, wonder-filled waters ... leisurely days spent lying in the sand ... a well-deserved respite from the hustle and bustle of everyday life.

Contact your local AAA Travel Consultant.
Visit AAA.com/TravelAgent for the one near you.
Charming towns, rolling green landscapes, rocky coastlines and soaring cliffs … sing-alongs with the locals at a lively pub … a fabulous tapestry of legends, myths, history, tradition and fun.

**Self-Drive Ireland Trip Length Varies**

A self-drive vacation is a great way to meet the Irish and absorb the local culture. Accommodations can include bed & breakfasts, hotels, manors and even castle stays. Sample itineraries offer sights such as Trinity College Library, the Guinness Storehouse, the Rock of Cashel, Killarney National Park, Dalmahoy, Kilsharrown Castle, and the Ring of Kerry. Trips starting from $640 per person.

**Ireland & Scotland Trip Length Varies**

Create your own journey with the flexibility to travel as you wish with services of a local host provided. Sample itineraries can include drive such as Edinburgh, Dublin, Cork, Killarney and Limerick and different experiences like a cruise on Loch Ness, and more. Trips starting from $628 per person.

**Italian Escapade**

This is a perfectly paced tour with two-night stays in Rome, Florence, the Tuscan countryside and one-night in Pisa. Highlights include a tour of the Vatican Museums and St. Peter's Basilica, medieval Siena, a viewing of Michelangelo's Statue of David, the incredible Leaning Tower of Pisa, exploring the lake of Capri and Sorrento, a trip amid the canals of Venice. Trips starting from $4,075.

**Country Roads of Bavaria, Switzerland and Austria**

An intimate journey of discovery along vine-clad shores, through fortified towns and flower-filled meadows amidst stunning Alpine panoramas. On this tour you'll enjoy a clever mix of country roads and cable cars, scenic rail and river cruise that add variety to the itinerary. Stops include Munich, Salzburg, Vienna, Innsbruck, St. Moritz, Zurich and more. Trips starting from $3,875.

**Natural Wonders of Iceland**

Get to Know Europe

Great cities that come alive at dusk … unique sightseeing treasures … artisan demonstrations of centuries-old crafts … spectacular views and private visits … the magic of Europe brought to life.

**Get to Know Europe**

12 Days from $3,225
Foreign Intrigue & Romance

Smaller backroads where the pace of life is slower ... a colorful panorama of natural wonders ... romantic landscapes and historic charm ... experience all the little things that connect you to day-to-day European life.

Contact your local AAA Travel Consultant.
Visit AAA.com/TravelAgent for the one near you.
Explore the Heart & Soul of Europe

Passionate locals who entertain with stories of their hometowns … an insider’s perspective on the local people, places and cultures encountered … history brought to life … the true essence of Europe.

European Traveler
Get a taste of the world’s most romantic cities and witness the unseen sides of iconic landmarks…enjoy craftmanship at work at one of the oldest glass-making workshops in Venice and enjoy the views of Gondola rides along the Grand Canal. Visit world famous landmarks like the Eiffel Tower and the Colosseum. Tour the Roman Colosseum and explore the ancient city of Rome. Enjoy the beautiful architecture and shops of St. Petersburg…view the Vineyards of Burgundy.

10 Days from $2,875

Best of France
Take a long look into the soul of France. Stand on the D-Day landing beaches in Normandy before visiting the Eiffel Tower in Paris and Claude Monet’s home at Giverny. Stand in the cellars beneath the Hospice de Beaune and taste classic Burgundy wines. View the Papal Palace in Avignon, Grand Casino in Monaco, Place Massena in Nice, St Bernadette’s Grotto in Lourdes and the Abbey of Mont St. Michel.

13 Days from $3,599

Best of Italy
Take an extensive journey into the cuisine, history and landscapes of Italy. Cruise to the Isle of Capri and to St. Mark’s Square in Venice. Take in the magnificence of St. Peter’s Basilica, Vatican Museums, the Roman Colosseum and the excavations at Pompeii. Spend by private boat to a secluded island where a local family welcomes you into their restaurant for dinner.

13 Days from $2,765

Contact your local AAA Travel Consultant.
Visit AAA.com/TravelAgent for the one near you.
Around the World

**Rugged coastlines, papal riches and Renaissance masters …**

**magnificent palaces, soaring cathedrals and hand-painted, arched plazas … vibrant nightlife, a passionate Tango, sun and sizzle …**

**adventures await!**

---

**Rome & Amalfi**

Discover the rare beauty of Italy beginning with three nights in Rome exploring its incredible history and marveling at its ancient art. Then wind down along the Amalfi coast and experience the spectacular coastline, charming towns and historic sites on one of our most beloved itineraries.

7 Days from $1,439

---

**Best of Spain**

Spend three nights in Barcelona as you discover this fantastic city awash with culture and great food. Stay another three nights in Madrid and experience its many delightful markets, museums and more. Plus enjoy a private city tour. Finally, witness the swan lake of Spain with a visit to the beautiful Andalucian city of Seville.

9 Days from $1,795

---

**South American Triangle**

This vacation will take you on three of the most popular destinations in South America. First, explore and experience Rio de Janeiro snuggled between mountains, expansive beaches and the Atlantic Ocean. Next, stand in front of the 275 separate waterfalls that make up spectacular Iguassu Falls. Finally, let Buenos Aires inspire you with its passion, culture and cuisine.

9 Days from $1,735

---

**Journey to The Galapagos**

Explore the culture, flavors and architectural treasures of Quito before coming ashore to enjoy the stylish La Pinta with only 24 outside cabins. Experience outstanding meals and enriching shipboard lectures, then step ashore for unforgettable up-close encounters with some of the most amazing animals on the planet. Whether it’s plant enthusiasts, bird lovers, nature lovers or simply those who want to experience a different kind of sailing, this trip is for you.

8 Days from $4,999

---

**Uniquely Yours**

Strange new lands and fascinating traditions … unfamiliar customs and colorful pageantry … a world you never knew existed full of curious places waiting for you to explore … satisfy your taste for the exotic.
Relax on a pristine beach in the morning … explore ancient ruins and historic sites in the afternoon … savor freshly caught delicacies served with a side of panache at a romantic dinner in the evening … there’s no excuse not to have fun in the sun.

For the Love of Travel

Contact your local AAA Travel Consultant.
Visit AAA.com/TravelAgent for the one near you.
Rates quoted are per person, land only for tour providers and cruise only for cruise providers, based on adult double occupancy unless otherwise stated. Rates, terms, conditions, availability, exclusions and itinerary are subject to change without notice. Cruise rates are capacity controlled. Airfare, taxes, surcharges, gratuities, transfers, port charges, excursions and other optional activities are additional unless otherwise indicated. Baggage restrictions, government taxes, other surcharges, deposit payment and cancellation terms/schedules are subject to change without notice. Ask about air rates at time of booking. See http://travel.state.gov/travel for travel document requirements for each destination. Certain restrictions may apply. AAA member benefits apply to the first two passengers traveling, maximum two per stateroom unless otherwise noted. Member benefits may vary based on departure date or cruise length. Additional airline restrictions, including but not limited to baggage limitations and fees, standby policies and fees, non-refundable tickets and change fees with pre-flight notification deadlines, may apply. Fuel and policy vary among airlines and are subject to change without notice. Please contact the airline directly for details and answers to specific questions you may have.

For complete details on member benefits and special offers restrictions along with lists of applicable departures or sailings, and additional terms and conditions, contact your local AAA Travel Agency or AAA Travel Consultant. AAA members must make advance reservations through AAA Travel Agency to obtain AAA Vacations® amenities, benefits, and/or savings. AAA Vacations® amenities, benefits, and/or savings may vary by cruise or tour operator. Age restrictions may apply to certain AAA Vacations® benefits. AAA Vacations® Best Price Guarantee - If you make a booking with us for a qualifying AAA Vacations® cruise or tour vacation, and you find a valid lower rate for the exact itinerary within 24 hours of your booking, we will match the lower rate and send you a $50 AAA Vacations® future travel credit certificate. Certain restrictions apply. For complete terms and conditions for the AAA Vacations’ Best Price Guarantee, AAA Vacations’ 24/7 Member Care and AAA Vacations’ departures, contact your AAA branch or visit AAA.com/aaavacations. Best Price Guarantee valid only for new bookings made through AAA Travel Agency. The Auto Club Group is not responsible for errors or omissions in the printing of this advertisement. TR-0081
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A World of Travel
Awaits You Inside!